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Editor’s Overview

Our cover article this month is Harmonized Elevator 
Dispatching and Passenger Interfaces by Rick Barker. It features a 
system of destination dispatching developed by Barker Mohandas, 
LLC being o�ered to the industry without restriction. �e system 
builds on the work of Schindler’s Joris Schroder on Miconic 10, but 
it o�ers passengers freedom to communicate with the elevators in 
certain circumstances. KONE’s Dr. Janne Sorsa and Dr. Marja-Liisa 
Siikonen expanded on the simulations, and the system is now a 
case study in the PNB 118 building in Kuala Lampur. We are 
grateful to Barker for using ELEVATOR WORLD to introduce this 
new twist on tra�c. 

Our focus this month is on Safety. When I think of safety in the 
elevator industry, I �rst think of harnesses, hardhats and little blue 
books. On a much deeper level, I think of the National Elevator 
Industry, Inc. (NEII®) Field Safety Committee that I have been a 
member of for 40 years. I consider all the men and women who 
have come and gone and a few who stayed for 10-15 years in a 
stretch. �is committee will wear you out. A large part of every 
quarterly meeting is a recital of “accidents and close calls” in our 
industry in a three-month period. It’s not that there are so many 
— though even a few is too much. It’s that these men and women 
have to deal with these accidents in a personal way. �ey must go 
where it happened and talk to the survivors and family. It’s a hard 
job. So, when I think about safety in the elevator industry, I think 
about the safety directors on this committee. �ey are never 
comfortable in their jobs.

A wide variety of articles always represents this topic, and this 
month is no di�erent:

 ♦ �e Danger of Competitive Pressure by Rick Hesketh makes 
the case against using electronics repair companies with no 
experience in repairing elevator drives just to save money.

 ♦ Weathering the Storm by Kevin Brinkman (secretary of the 
NEII Field Safety Committee): �e author a�rms that the 
industry continues to collaborate on adverse weather 
conditions and keeping passengers and equipment safe in them.

 ♦ Door Safety Function for Elevators Using Video Analysis by 
Shuhei Noda, Kentaro Yokoi, Hiroshi Sukegawa, Teh KoK Long 

and Sayumi Kimura, all of Toshiba: �e authors describe a new 
door detection camera with a wider range. �e system also 
analyzes if a person in range is just passing by.

 ♦ Raising the Bar by Kaija Wilkinson: As Field Operations 
director for ATIS, Charlie Slater sees safety from an inspector’s 
viewpoint. He says lack of maintenance and little testing 
oversight are leading to serious elevator safety issues.

 ♦ Safety in 2028: Predicting the Safety Level of Future 
Standards by Tijmen Molema: �is is a fascinating look into a 
study done by the Li�instituut on why and how standards 
change and what is coming in the future.

 ♦ Functional Safety and STO in Elevator Drives by Dalen Miller 
from KEB America: “STO” means “Safe Torque O� ” and is a 
common drive-integrated safety function that ensures the 
motor cannot be unintentionally started. 

 ♦ A Synthesis of Technology and Culture by Tony Black: �is 
Reader’s Platform describes how Otis is using the Internet of 
�ings and developing apps for company iPhones that can keep 
mechanics safer in the �eld. 
We usually focus on safety every year in hopes some of the ideas 

presented will save one life or many lives. We don’t want the safety 
directors of elevator companies to have to make those terrible trips 
to accident scenes.

Two other features both have to do with very old buildings 
getting updates or expansions that must blend with the period and 
style of the architecture. Amos Rex by Lee Freeland was built for 
the 1940 Helsinki Olympics but has been used for nearly 
everything. It reopened this year to house a museum. KONE’s 
challenge was to make its 21st-century technology appear at home 
in a heritage building. Likewise, in 1,000-Year Legacy by Darren 
Papani, the Gloucester Cathedral in the U.K. dates back to 1089. It 
recently got accessibility li�s, by Ly�haus of Cambridge, U.K., that 
are designed to be unobtrusive. �e cathedral gets many visitors, 
since it was used by several Harry Potter movies as Hogwarts.

We have a packed issue. Enjoy!   �

by Ricia Sturgeon-Hendrick

Safety and Tra�c 
in the New World
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thyssenkrupp Elevator has been contracted by 
Hudson Yards, the largest private development in 
U.S. history and the largest development in New 
York City (NYC) since Rockefeller Center, to design 
and install up to 40 TWIN elevator systems for the 
300-m-tall o�ce building 50 Hudson Yards, 27 
elevators for the 51-story o�ce building 55 Hudson 
Yards and 12 elevators and escalators for arts center 
�e Shed. �e 50 Hudson Yards TWIN installation 
will be the �rst in NYC and the second in the U.S., 
following the Coda Building in Georgia Tech 
University’s Technology Square in Atlanta 
(ELEVATOR WORLD, June 2016), where 
thyssenkrupp is building a new headquarters and 
test tower (EW, September 2018). Featuring two 
cars operating independently in the same sha�, 
TWIN transports up to 40% more passengers than 
conventional elevators. As Hudson Yards’ o�cial 
vertical-transportation (VT) provider, the company 
will also deliver VT solutions to the 1.3-million-sq.-�. Shops & Restaurants at Hudson Yards. More than 100 thyssenkrupp units 
featuring thyssenkrupp’s predictive-maintenance technology MAX will be installed at Hudson Yards, which will include more than 
18 million sq. �. of commercial and residential space in multiple towers, more than 100 shops and approximately 4,000 residences.

Hudson Yards viewed from the Hudson River; image courtesy of Related Cos. and Oxford 
Properties Group

thyssenkrupp Announced 
as Hudson Yards VT Provider

Design experience with elevator manufacturer.
Interest or experience in “VT” system design for
large US and international projects.  Mechanical
engineer, or electrical engineer with mechanical
focus.  P.E., ideal.  Located close-enough to NYC
for in-person meetings when needed.  Strong 
business aptitude and hands-on computing skills.
Key role with business expansion opportunities
for technical leader focused on competency and
quality, and interested in making a difference. 

Seeking: Member/Partner-Level Engineer

Contact:  Rick Barker, Principal or Sean Morris, P.E., Principal
rb@barkermohandas.com  (212) 981-8550 direct
sm@barkermohadas.com  (303) 285-2137 direct 
Barker Mohandas, LLC.  See website for project design credits.  
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Introduction and Credits
�is article is based on an unpublished paper, “Intent of 

Speci�cations for Harmonized Dispatching — Groups of Passenger 
Elevators/Li�s for O�ce Buildings” by Barker Mohandas, LLC, and 
our prior project speci�cations covering such designs. Our designs 
as covered herein are now published for use without any 
restrictions from us. All designs by others that are referenced retain 
their exclusive rights. 

�is is also a case study on the designs as they are being built 
now by KONE under our speci�cations for the PNB 118 project in 
Kuala Lumpur. Some of our initial �xture sketches are shown, along 
with some in-progress project graphics by KONE. A key 
contributor to this article has been KONE’s Dr. Janne Sorsa, who 
has also provided updated and expanded simulations initially 
provided by Dr. Marja-Liisa Siikonen. �ey have both been 
instrumental in taking the designs for the project forward.

It is also essential to recognize the foundational work of Dr. Joris 
Schröder and Dr. Paul Friedli in Schindler’s Miconic 10® (M10) 
system, introduced in the early 1990s. �is was the �rst 
commercially successful destination-dispatching system and, 
perhaps, the �rst major visible change in the automatic elevator. An 
excellent reference on “M10” is the article by Joris Schröder in the 
March 1990 edition of ELEVATOR WORLD.[1]

We have retained the Schindler techniques functionally at the 
main lobby for their bene�ts in handling and organizing incoming 
tra�c and added some user improvements at that location (while 

we recognize that these improvements have likely already been 
built somewhere). However, in the cabs and at the o�ce �oors, 
things are di�erent, yet also familiar in restoring and enhancing 
conventional elements in ways we believe improve known prior 
such techniques for o�ce buildings. 

Our goal was to bring predeveloped elements together in a way 
multiple elevator companies could build the designs, using a 
combination of dispatching techniques they had already developed 
underneath, overlayed with today’s touchscreen displays and 
employing some contract engineering. �e word “harmonized” 
then came to mind. Our motivation was to improve lunchtime 
tra�c performance for double-deck elevators (primarily) and 
single-deck elevators (secondarily), and improve passenger 
interfaces for both. 

�is is not a detailed work on elevator dispatching or its smart 
algorithms, which decide which elevators in a group are to serve 
which calls. Statements made about the development of the logic 
are to the best of your author’s knowledge. Experts in the �eld will 
likely know of various recent studies, including a major body of 
work by Janne Sorsa.[2] A small part of that work pertaining to 
double-deck elevators was partially inspired by our project designs.

Special credit is also extended to Dewhurst PLC, an independent 
U.K. provider of �xtures to the elevator/li�, keypad and rail 
industries, for its details of keypad buttons, arrows and car letter 
signs used in our original sketches. Also, the project graphics are 
in-progress screenshots by KONE that show industrial design 
thought extending beyond our sketches, which were only functional 
drawings.

Present Categories of Dispatching and Passenger 
Interfaces for O�ce Buildings

When developing the designs, we saw three general categories of 
dispatching and passenger interfaces for o�ce buildings, including a 
hybrid version of the other two. At the risk of boring many readers 
(especially elevator-industry professionals), these are described as 
follows.

Conventional Dispatching and Passenger Interfaces
Most people are familiar with groups of elevators that use 

conventional up/down buttons at all �oors, individual �oor buttons 
in the cabs and an up/down hall arrival lantern at all entrances. Of 
course, at the terminal �oors, such as the main lobby in an o�ce 

Improvements in tra�c 
performance and user interfaces 
are shown in a case study on PNB 
118, a 118-story building under 
construction in Kuala Lumpur.

by Rick Barker

Technology
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building, there is a single “up” or “down” button and hall lantern 
signal. We generally categorize such systems as “conventional.” (It 
should be noted that this term does not imply that today’s 
dispatching is old fashioned, given its smart algorithms behind the 
scenes.)

Passengers press the up or down button at any �oor for their 
direction (unless it is already pressed) as acknowledged by the 
familiar “call-registered” light. �ey then wait for an elevator to 
arrive as signaled by a hall lantern at the respective entrance, giving 
them enough notice to walk to the doors. As an aside, under U.S. 
building codes and standards, the tra�c performance of 
conventional dispatching can be penalized by requirements for 
persons with disabilities. Without special operation, that for some 
reason is only allowed with destination dispatching under ICC 
A117.1-2017 Accessible and Usable Buildings and Facilities, the door 
dwell open time for all hall calls at all �oors, including from all 
nondisabled persons, is to be based on a formula for the time for a 
disabled person to travel from the farthest hall station. �is is a 
detailed bene�t of destination dispatching and our harmonized 
designs.

A�er boarding the cab, the 
passengers press another button for 
their speci�c �oor. For double-deck 
elevators with conventional 
dispatching, when the elevator is at 
its double-level main lobby, only the 
even-numbered �oor buttons in the 
cab will be functional in the lower 
deck, and only the odd-numbered 
buttons will be functional in the 
upper deck (or vice versa, depending 
on building �oor numbering). 
However, all in-cab buttons are 
always visible.

�ere is o�en a delay in the hall 
lantern signaling which elevator is 
ultimately assigned to the call. �is 
allows the dispatching logic more 
time to optimize the �nal car 
assignment behind the scenes, 
considering many variables on tra�c 
demands and the status of all 
elevators in the group, which 
continually change. �is is a key 
point in this article.

To better understand the 
dispatching challenge of which 
elevator to assign to which hall call, 
consider a group of six single-deck 
elevators with eight hall calls. At that 
moment (and assuming conventional 
dispatching with delayed car 
assignments), there are about 68, or 
1.7 million, possible car-to-call 
assignments. �is is quite a 
combinatorial problem. Based on 

recent communications between your author and Dr. Bruce 
Powell, who is well known as a top elevator-dispatching expert, he 
noted that, in one sense, destination dispatching (where car 
assignments are made instantly at all �oors) simpli�es the problem 
by reducing such choices to six, while smart algorithms can make a 
nearly impossible optimization problem (such as 68) a task of 
manageable proportions (for conventional dispatching). Of course, 
smart algorithms are also used in standard destination-dispatching 
products to try to make the �rst and “instant” car assignment a 
good decision. Elevator dispatching experts, using the information 
available, can turn the problem into opportunities to reduce 
waiting times. 

Destination Dispatching and Passenger Interfaces
Many people are now also familiar with destination dispatching 

found in newer o�ce buildings, as re�ected in Figures 1 and 2 
(and, possibly, Figure 3 if the building has double-deck elevators). 
�ere are no �oor buttons in the cabs accessible to passengers, and 
there are no signals at the elevator entrances — only static signs as 
to the car’s designation (car A, B, C, etc.). Again, the March 1990 
EW article[1] is an excellent reference.

Continued
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Car assignments are given “instantly” to each person at all �oors 
(including at all o�ce �oors), typically at numeric keypad-type call 
stations in the elevator lobbies, where all passengers enter their 
destinations. A�er a person enters their destination, the car 
assigned to the call is displayed “instantly” at the station and only 
momentarily to allow for another person to place their call. Each 
person must (or should) enter their destination call this way. An 
exception is a group of people traveling to the same �oor, such as 
the main lobby. No call acknowledgement or status signal is 
provided to the user a�er the car assignment is made. At the o�ce 
�oors, users wait at the entrance of the car assigned for as long as it 
takes for that speci�c elevator to arrive. 

A�er a meeting when a group of passengers returning to 
di�erent o�ce �oors arrives in an elevator lobby, where an 
elevator’s doors are already open for a car headed in their 
direction, they cannot simply board the cab. Again, there are no 
�oor buttons in the cab. Also, a passenger cannot change their �oor 
destination in �ight if their call was entered in error. 

Figure 1: Keypad call stations at all �oors (left), car designation sign at 
entrances (top right) and display inside the cabs (bottom right): similar 
systems are available from Otis; KONE; Mitsubishi Electric; thyssenkrupp; 
and, of course, Schindler, which introduced the technique. Graphic is from 
a KONE presentation on passenger interfaces for destination dispatching.

Figure 2: This graphic is from a Schindler brochure depicting how 
Miconic 10 helps organize queues at the main lobby. This can also have 
bene�ts in elevator lobby planning. Note that 24 people are shown in 
both cases. However, in principle, the up-peak tra�c performance can 
reduce the total queue of passengers in the main lobby. 

Figure 3: Boarding double-deck elevators by odd- versus even-
numbered �oors has become the standard circulation plan. This was 
developed by Otis along with the double-deck elevator. Graphic is 
from a Schindler presentation on boarding double-deck lifts at a 
double-level main lobby. Note the keypad call stations at both levels 
of the main lobby. Also, as a planning reference for the �rst modern 
double-deck systems, see “Planning Double Deck Elevator Systems” by 
W.H. Wuhrman and Paliath Mohandas.[4] 

�e primary tra�c bene�t tends to be at the main lobby, to 
improve handling capacity for incoming tra�c. Note that the 
improvement in up-peak tra�c performance at the main lobby can 
be signi�cant with single-deck and very signi�cant with double-
deck elevators, which stop at two �oors at a time when leaving the 
main lobby to handle incoming tra�c. However, these 
improvements should not be used to reduce elevators, as standard 
destination dispatching can increase waiting times during the 
lunchtime peak. (An exception is using the dispatching for a group 
of shuttle elevators serving multiple residential sky lobbies in a 
supertall building as covered in “Sequel: Is 4,000 fpm (20 mps) 
Enough?” by your author with contributions from Sean Morris and 
George Wisner.[3] )

In knowing passengers’ destinations at the main lobby, cars can 
be assigned to groups of people by some commonality in their 
destinations, such as by �oor zones or sectors, to reduce elevator 
stops and travel and, therefore, car round-trip time back to the 
main lobby. Note that techniques such as Otis Channeling® 
(invented by Joseph Bittar and Kandasamy �angavelu) using 
dynamic sectoring or zoning also boosted up-peak performance at 
the main lobby. Individual �oor buttons in a lobby actually date to 
the 1960s with the work of Leo Weiser Port in Australia. However, 
Schindler Miconic 10® was the �rst successful destination-
dispatching system that also organized tra�c queues at the main 
lobby, while boosting up-peak performance. �ere have been 
many patents since using �oor destinations entered in an elevator 
lobby, even including a few Otis patents by your author (Frederick 
Barker) with coinventors such as Bittar and Powell.

A related bene�t is that passenger queues are organized at the 
main lobby, where tra�c is the heaviest. People tend to gather 
closer to the entrances of the cars assigned to them, which is a 
bene�t for circulation planning. �ere are also some detailed 
bene�ts of destination dispatching:

 ♦ �e call system can be integrated with identi�cation cards used 
at security turnstiles at the main lobby. �is can have circulation 
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bene�ts in reducing cross-tra�c, along with some dispatching 
bene�ts. 

 ♦ Keypad-type call stations can easily allow passcodes for special 
features for sta�, etc. 

 ♦ Entering a �oor destination in the lobby also easily allows an 
elevator to be assigned to a �oor served by fewer than all 
elevators in a group (when such planning is necessary).

 ♦ Similarly, with double-deck elevators, the upper deck of the 
elevator can easily be assigned to a destination that is the top 
terminal �oor to hold hoistway “overhead” space.

Hybrid Dispatching and Passenger Interfaces 
“Hybrid” dispatching and passenger interfaces are also o�ered 

by some manufacturers. For example, thyssenkrupp installed 
hybrid dispatching for a system we planned for the Great American 
Tower in Cincinnati, speci�ed to reduce waiting times. Otis has 
also reported installing hybrid systems. �e technique is also 
described in “�e KONE Hybrid Destination Control Systems” by 
Johannes DeJong, which may be an unpublished work. For 
performance simulations, see “KONE Polaris Hybrid” by Marja-
Liisa Siikonen, Janne Sorsa and Tuomas Susi.[5]

Hybrid dispatching is simply destination dispatching at the 
main lobby only (including numeric keypads and static car 
designation signs), conventional dispatching and passenger 
interfaces at the o�ce �oors (up/down buttons and hall lanterns) 
and conventional �oor buttons inside the cabs. �e in-cab buttons 
only become functional a�er leaving the main lobby and answering 
demands from the o�ce �oors, while the buttons are visible to 
passengers boarding the cabs at the main lobby. (If the in-cab 
buttons were functional at the main lobby, the key tra�c 
performance bene�t of the destination-dispatching element would 
be negated or, at least, signi�cantly degraded.) 

Hybrid systems are o�ered to retain the performance bene�t of 
destination dispatching at the main lobby and overcome a 
performance issue at the o�ce �oors. By delaying car assignments 
at the o�ce �oors in a conventional way, better overall dispatching 
decisions to reduce long waits can be made. Like one’s own 
decisions, when faced with many variables (yet maybe not enough 
information), an “instant” decision is not always the best. Despite 
current implementations of smart algorithms to �ne tune reactive 
decisions, and methods to store and learn patterns to try to 
improve predictions, as the results of some simulations later herein 
will show, the process of assigning elevators instantly at the o�ce 
�oors does not tend to result in the best decisions for elevator 
waiting times. 

Delayed Car Assignments, Waiting Times and 
Journey Times

�e earlier example of a group of six elevators with eight hall 
calls was cited using conventional dispatching, at a moment when 
there is a huge number of possible car/call assignments. From 
when a hall call is placed to when the assigned car arrives, tra�c 
demands and the status of the various elevators (calls assigned to 
each car, and each car’s load, position, direction and door status) 
can change signi�cantly. For such reasons, potential car 
assignments are recomputed many times a second.

As an aside, such frequent computations of each elevator’s 
“e.t.a.” to answer current and new demands might be credited to 

the New York City elevator companies Millar (acquired by 
Westinghouse Elevator, which was acquired by Schindler) and/or 
Computerized Elevator Control (acquired by thyssenkrupp). 
Similar techniques were also developed by others soon a�er the 
departure from relay-based logic to a computer on a chip. Otis 
computed each car’s “Remaining Response Time” with bonus and 
penalty weighting factors. Later, some were adaptive. Fuzzy logic 
was added to �ne-tune decision capabilities over 0/1 Boolean 
logic. Arti�cial neural networks then enabled pattern recognitions 
to further machine learning. �ere has also been extensive work in 
arti�cial intelligence in elevator dispatching by KONE with 
“Genetic Algorithms,” Mitsubishi Electric with its “ΣAI-2200C” 
system and others. All are focused on improving elevator tra�c 
performance. �ose researching this will �nd that elevator 
dispatching behind the up and down buttons is hardly old 
fashioned. 

In delaying car assignments at the o�ce �oors, the dispatching 
logic has more time to coordinate and compute potential 
assignments with new demands, and to seek opportunities to 
handle more calls productively — for example, opportunities to 
travel to a �oor involving coincident demands from both the cab 
and lobby. Such strategies are very important for double-deck 
elevators, including to seek demands involving two contiguous 
�oors that can be handled in one stop. On the other hand, when a 
car is assigned “instantly” to any passenger, there are no easy 
opportunities for car reassignments.

On that note, with standard destination dispatching, when a car 
assigned is being held up at another �oor or becomes full 
unexpectedly (for example, not knowing how many people were 
waiting behind a call for a group of people bound for the same 
�oor), or the car is taken out of group service, the passenger’s call 
can be cancelled. It may also be quite some time before the 
passenger realizes this and that they need to place another call 
(then wait again for the new elevator assigned).

One can easily see the challenges of “instantly” assigning a 
double-deck elevator to a single call or instantly sending a single-
deck elevator to run through a long express zone (compared to 
delaying car assignments at the o�ce �oors) to seek more 
opportunities to handle demands more productively. Elevator 
manufacturers take on these challenges when providing standard 
destination dispatching. Techniques to obtain destination 
information even earlier (for example, at decentralized locations 
for call stations, such as at the beginning of a corridor leading to an 
elevator lobby, to consider longer walking times in computations 
for car assignments) are interesting. Data storage of passenger 
tra�c movements are also interesting, as is the question of what is 
done with the data to improve waits. Your author believes such 
techniques can  also be useful within the framework of the 
harmonized designs covered in this article, toward future 
improvements. 

In the details, some manufacturers now have the option of 
switching their dispatching algorithms to focus more on time to 
destination than waiting time, or vice versa. In your author’s view, 
journey time seemed to be raised in importance with the 
introduction of destination dispatching. However, when stuck in 
automobile tra�c, many of us prefer to take an alternate route to 
avoid waiting and keep moving, even if our trip takes a little longer. 

Continued
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Similarly, we favor waiting time as the more important criterion for 
elevators. In any case, as performance studies later herein will 
show, both waiting time and journey time can be improved. 

Harmonized Dispatching and Passenger 
Interfaces

We prepared project speci�cations for the harmonized designs 
with the motivations of improving tra�c performance over 
standard destination dispatching and user interfaces over all 
available techniques. �ese are best shown with some graphics and 
short descriptions (Figures 4-7), using our sketches from di�erent 
projects. �ese are functional drawings only, not a particular 
industrial design. Also shown are KONE’s implementations and 
enhancements via some renderings, which are in-progress 
screenshots for the PNB 118 project. Similarly, these are not actual 
�xture drawings, which would show all functions and visible work.

Main Lobby Level(s): Figures 4 and 5 
At the main lobby, the basic functions are the same as initially 

put forward by Schindler, except with some improvements in 
passenger information (that have likely already been built 
somewhere) as follows: 
1) To improve way�nding at the hall stations to geographically 

orient the elevator lobby location of the car when assigning 
elevators (versus signals such “A>” provided with standard 
destination dispatching). 

2) To annunciate calls assigned to the car at the elevator entrances 
for people who might forget their car assignment or second-
guess themselves a�er a longer wait, and return to a hall station, 
causing cross-tra�c and wasted calls (versus only a static car 
designation sign at the entrance and requiring users to wait for 
the car to arrive and open its doors to con�rm the “next �oors” 
being served). 
KONE’s implementation and enhancements for the hall stations 

at the main lobby are shown sequentially as follows. �ese are for a 
group of six double-deck elevators serving a high-rise local o�ce 
zone for the project. Note that these stations could equally apply to 
a group of single-deck elevators.

In Cabs (When Car Is at the Main Lobby): Figure 6 
Inside the cab while at the main lobby, things “disappear” to 

resemble standard destination dispatching. Floor buttons, while 
present in the cabs, are not visible or functional for normal 
passenger operations. A valid criticism of “hybrid” dispatching is 
that visible yet inoperative �oor buttons in the cab are confusing 
for passengers boarding at the main lobby. �at same critique 
would apply to conventional dispatching for double-deck 
elevators, in which buttons are visible yet inoperative for odd- or 
even-numbered �oors, depending on the deck. A touchscreen as 
part of a car operating panel can easily turn these �oor displays o� 
or on (Figure 6). 

At O�ce Floors: Figures 7 and 8 
�e harmonized designs are more evident at the o�ce �oors. In 

the same way as standard destination dispatching, �oor 
destinations are entered in advance at a hall station. Later in this 
article, we will see this is not the only means to enter calls at an 
o�ce �oor. However, as in conventional dispatching, a car may not 
be assigned instantly. Familiar up and down arrows, enhanced with 

Figure 4: Barker Mohandas’ 
functional sketches of passenger 
interfaces at the main lobby 
involving an eight-elevator group; 
credits for elements such as 
keypad buttons used in our 
sketches go to Dewhurst PLC.

Figure 5: KONE’s screenshots: (clockwise from 
top left) hall station touchscreen at the main 
lobby as seen by a person approaching the 
station; the screen acknowledges a 
destination call for �oor 64 has been entered; 
the call is assigned to elevator “A,” also 
showing its lobby location; display at the 
landing entrance for car “A” then annunciates 
“64” as a next �oor served. 
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�oor annunciations, acknowledge calls by �oor and direction for 
both waiting and new passengers.

Conventional hall lanterns are used in a compatible electronic 
display design. Accordingly, during special operations only, the car 
designation can be shown when a car is assigned to an authorized 
user. 

 Figure 8 shows KONE’s implementation and enhancements for 
the same group of six double-deck elevators described earlier 
(while �xtures for single-deck elevators would essentially be the 
same). 

In Cabs (After Car Stops for First Demand From an O�ce 
Floor): Figure 9

When the car stops for its �rst demand from an o�ce �oor (for 
example, traveling down), things “appear” di�erently than 
standard destination dispatching. Floor buttons that were not 
visible in the cab when the car was at the main lobby appear and 
are operative. A person(s) just entering a lobby at an o�ce �oor, 
seeing the doors open for a car headed in their direction, can 
simply board it and enter their call(s). 

During special operations, the �oor buttons can be used at any 
location by building sta� or �rst responders. 
Initial Performance Simulations With Sample 
Group of Double-Deck Elevators

To check our tra�c calculations for a certain group of double-
deck local elevators during design of the vertical-transportation 
system for PNB 118, we obtained dispatching simulations for a 
lunchtime peak hour from some elevator manufacturers 

Figure 7: Barker Mohandas functional sketches 
of passenger interfaces at the o�ce �oors; 
credits for elements such as keypad buttons 
used in our sketches go to Dewhurst.

Figure 8: KONE’s screenshots: (top left) a hall station as seen by a user 
approaching the station at an o�ce �oor (�oor 63 in this example). The 
user wants to travel down to the “Skylobby” using a convenience 
destination button in the hall station. The sky lobby is two levels (�oors 
33 and 34). In an enhancement by KONE (top right), immediately after 
the sky-lobby call is placed, the user is asked to take the next down-
traveling elevator. The touchscreen then continually annunciates the 
user’s destination as an in-process call (bottom left) until the elevator 
arrives at the �oor. When the �nal car assignment is made, a familiar hall 
lantern then signals over the landing entrance (bottom right). After the 
car arrives, the call for �oor 34 is automatically transferred to the display 
inside the cab as a next �oor being served (not shown).

Figure 6: Barker Mohandas functional sketches of passenger 
interfaces in cabs when the elevator is parked at the main 
lobby: KONE’s renderings for the project are essentially the 
same in function, so those are not shown; credits for elements 
such as keypad buttons used in our sketches go to Dewhurst.

Continued
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experienced with double-deck dispatching and the two basic types 
of dispatching needed for our harmonized designs. We did this to 
check long waits during lunchtime, comparing results using 
standard destination dispatching with instant car assignments at all 
�oors, to results using hybrid dispatching with delayed car 
assignments only at the o�ce �oors. �e harmonized approach 
would be represented closest by the latter, underneath. 

�e group of elevators involved has the following parameters 
(acceleration rate based on full up-running load):

 ♦ Group of six double-deck elevators, 1800+1800 kg (3968+3698 
lb.) at 7 mps (1,378 fpm) with 1-mps2 (3.3 fps2) acceleration/
deceleration

 ♦ Serving double-level main lobby, expressing by 16 o�ce �oors 
and serving 16 local o�ce �oors

 ♦ Total population served: approximately 2500, not uniformly 
distributed and weighted more to the top �oors

 ♦ Intended for some large tenants occupying multiple o�ce �oors 
within this high-rise local zone

We asked the manufacturers to simulate performance using the 
lunchtime tra�c pattern shown below in Figure 4.13 from CIBSE 
Guide D: 2010 — Transportation Systems in Buildings. �is pattern 
was/is publicly available to all manufacturers and includes 10% 
inter�oor tra�c to cover many o�ce buildings with larger tenants. 
(Revisions to this pattern in the 2015 edition of CIBSE Guide D are 
shown later in this article.)

Table 1 compares the results of the initial simulations provided 
and rechecked by project winner KONE. �ese are believed to be 
without extensive R&D in dispatching to take advantage of both 
knowing destinations in advance and delaying car assignments at 
the o�ce �oors. �ey re�ect results for their hybrid dispatching, 
obtained using the KONE Building Tra�c Simulator (BTS™).

Note that the average wait during the lunchtime peak hour 
improved signi�cantly, to well under 30 s. However, to quote a 
departed mentor of your author, William S. Lewis, P.E., partner, 
Jaros, Baum & Bolles, “�e average person drowned in a river with 
an average depth of 6 in.” We also like to look at long waits with 
elevators, not just an average. For o�ce buildings, long waits 
(de�ned here as the percentage of calls waiting > 90 s.) should 
ideally be ≤ 1% of total calls. However, we have suggested 3% as a 
practical limit to avoid increasing the number of elevators. 

With double-deck elevators, with two connected cabs, we 
expect some degradation in long waits during lunchtime, when 
tra�c is both two-way and inter�oor. We can see by simply 
delaying car assignments at the o�ce �oors, the minimum 
performance goals were achieved with double-deck elevators, 
which were initially planned to reduce elevator core space by over 
35% compared to single-deck elevators.

�is validated our planning, assuming at least hybrid 
dispatching was provided. Still, we felt there should be 
opportunities to improve performance further with the 
harmonized designs. Recent simulations for the same elevators, 
using the same lunchtime pro�le, showed the average wait was 
reduced to 21 s., and the percentage of hall calls waiting > 90 s. was 
reduced to 1.9%. �ese results help con�rm that feeling. �is 
lunchtime pro�le has since been revised and deserves updated 
simulations, which are covered in the next section.

Updated and Expanded Simulations
We asked KONE to provide dispatching simulations for the 

same group of six double-deck elevators to cover both the morning 
and lunchtime peak hours, with the updated tra�c pattern for 
lunchtime in CIBSE Guide D: 2015. �e 2015 patterns are shown 
below for both peak hours from Figures 4.11 and 4.12 in the guide. 

Figure 9: Functional sketches of passenger interfaces inside the cab when the 
car stops for its �rst demand from an o�ce �oor. KONE’s renderings for the 
project are essentially the same in function, so those are not shown; credits 
for elements such as keypad buttons used in our sketches go to Dewhurst.

Table 1a: Lunchtime peak hour, standard destination dispatching and 
instant car assignments (all �oors)

Table 1b: Lunchtime peak hour, hybrid dispatching and delayed car 
assignments at o�ce �oors only 
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�e morning peak performance was never expected to be an 
issue in retaining destination dispatching at the main lobby, so 
those results are now shown more to complete the story. Similarly, 
we also show dispatching simulations for the lunchtime peak hour 
for a group of eight single-deck elevators.

Same Sample Group of Double-Deck Elevators
Tables 2-4 are updated and expanded simulations by the 

manufacturer for the same elevators described in the “Initial 
Performance Simulations With Sample Group of Double-Deck 
Elevators” section above. �e results for the lunchtime peak hour 
are shown �rst, as these are more critical to examine. �e impact of 
a detailed dispatching option is also examined for lunchtime, 
during which the manufacturer’s algorithms can be switched to 
emphasize waiting time over journey time or vice versa. In Table 2, 
numbers not in parentheses are with more emphasis on waiting 
time, while the numbers in parentheses are with more emphasis on 
journey time.

Compared to the CIBSE Guide D: 2010 pattern, the 2015 
pattern for lunchtime contains more pronounced up-peak tra�c at 
the end of the hour for passengers at the main lobby (sky lobby) 
returning from lunch. As a result, waiting times do not drop as 
much as in the aforementioned section, and if an option is selected 
to focus more on journey time, long waits are essentially at the 3% 
maximum target. Also, the manufacturer found a way to improve 
results using its standard “Double-Deck Destination Control 
System” in Table 2a. 

�e results, tested with di�erent patterns and options, rea�rm 
our original planning for the harmonized dispatching and 
passenger interfaces. Also, both waiting and journey times are 
improved. 

Sample Group of Single-Deck Elevators
Table 4 is made up of the manufacturer’s simulations for an 

eight-car group of single-deck elevators for the same project. �ese 
have a travel from the sky lobby to the �rst o�ce �oor of 8.6 m 
(28.2 �.), serve 18 o�ce �oors with heights of 4.3 m (14.1 �) and 
98 people per �oor, and rated 1800 kg (3968 lb.) at 5 mps (984.3 
fpm) with a full-load up acceleration of 1 mps2 (3.3 fps2) and have 
1,200-mm (47.2-in.) openings with 1SCO doors.

Stops have been simpli�ed compared to those planned. �ere is 
also an amenities level served by all eight cars, and fewer than all 

cars serve a special stop both above and below the typical terminal 
�oors, where we expect comparative improvements will be greater 
with the improved/harmonized approach to help handle these 
complications when making car assignments. However, even with 
the simpli�ed stops, we can see the dispatching comes close to 
eliminating long waits for these single-deck elevators during 
lunchtime. �e improvements in user interfaces are also provided 
for the more common single-deck elevators in our industry. 

Table 2a: Lunchtime peak hour, standard destination dispatching and 
instant car assignments (all �oors)

Table 2b: Lunchtime peak hour, improved dispatching and delayed 
assignments at o�ce �oors only 

Table 3a: Morning peak hour, standard destination dispatching and instant 
car assignments (all �oors)

Table 3b: Morning peak hour, improved dispatching and delayed 
assignments at o�ce �oors only

Continued

Table 4a: Lunchtime peak hour, standard destination dispatching and 
instant car assignments (all �oors)

Table 4b: Lunchtime peak hour, improved dispatching, delayed 
assignments at o�ce �oors only
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Conclusion
For o�ce buildings, the harmonized dispatching and passenger 

interfaces o�er improvements over both standard destination 
dispatching and hybrid systems, and serve as a platform for future 
performance improvements. �ese can be very important for 
double-deck elevators and bene�cial for single-deck elevators.
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Improvements Summarized
�is section summarizes some of the key improvements we see.

Buildability and Flexibility
�e system should be buildable by any willing manufacturer 

who provides destination dispatching and conventional or hybrid 
dispatching, and suitable �xtures for the passenger interfaces. 
Advantages in using the touchscreens and displays for other 
purposes should also be evident: for example, during occupant 
evacuation modes at the o�ce �oors and various special 
operations.

Improved Tra�c Performance
�e improvements in tra�c performance can be signi�cant over 

standard destination dispatching and occur in all performance 
metrics studied. It is also believed that tra�c performance can be 
improved in the future, where upgrades can also be provided 
onsite without changing �xture hardware.

Improvements for Users (Main Elevator Lobby)
Improvements in way�nding for the assigned elevator and in 

information when standing at the assigned elevator are only 
incidental improvements over standard destination dispatching. 
And, as noted earlier, these have likely already been built 
somewhere.

Improvements for Users (O�ce Floors and in Cabs)
Improved passenger information restores and enhances 

conventional acknowledgements of passengers’ calls and restores 
conventional in-car controls for passengers.




